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“Iris (Jigsaw Series),” 1975, June Harwood
Acrylic on canvas, 56" x 40" 
Photo: © The June Harwood Charitable Trust
reproduced by permission 
Courtesy: Louis Stern Fine Arts 

June Harwood was the last Abstract Classicist standing. Her passing
marks the end of a generation in Los Angeles—or perhaps two, even
three, generations, as she was also the youngest “original” Hard-Edge
painter in Los Angeles. Subsequent generations have emerged thanks
to her pedagogy and that of her fellows, but Harwood’s painting was—
and, as this inadvertent memorial exhibition demonstrates, remains—
as much a lesson in construction and perception as were her classes.

The Abstract Classicists had their East Coast, and even European and
South American, counterparts; but their engagement with symmetric
pattern, asymmetric structure, and markedly vivid palette—and even
traces of representational reference, as with Helen Lundeberg—
proved vital and prescient with regard to painting all around America in
the 1960s and ’70s. Harwood, in particular, seemed to echo and even
anticipate Hard-Edge and post-Hard-Edge painting on the other coast,
whether playing off Op Art in her vibrating Network series of the mid-
1960s, building elaborate structures out of brittle, interlocked forms
that suggest Lee Krasner and Jack Youngerman in her Jigsaw series of
the mid-’70s, or foretelling Pattern Painting in her honeycomb-like
late-’60s Hexagon series. Harwood, like Karl Benjamin, experimented
continuously with markedly different schemata while maintaining a
distinctive sensibility, always seeking to find out what happens when
a particular line rendered in a particular color falls across a contrasting
field in a certain way, or when erratic-seeming areas of very different
hues are juxtaposed and fracture against one another rather like

geological events (not least in their gorgeous hues). Again like
Benjamin, Harwood was able to personalize a relatively impersonal,
gesture-free approach; but, where Benjamin achieved this through the
interjection of the erratic into the systematic, Harwood’s compositional
and coloristic systems begin with errant touches—the bend of a line,
the saturation of a color, the warping of a visual plane—and continue
to surprise the eye as it discerns the complex interaction of elements
comprising each painting.

Harwood was too inexperienced to join “the boys” when their work was
featured in the groundbreaking Hard-Edge show of 1959. (Lundeberg’s
exclusion, by the way, was based on her retention of landscape
elements, where the curators were looking for non-objectivity.) In the
1964 survey of Southern California Hard-Edge, however, Harwood was
featured prominently. She lived to see her work rediscovered and
celebrated, locally and, increasingly, nationally. This exhibition, running
through March 7, shows Harwood at a moment of self-confidence 
and exploratory zeal—a great way to celebrate a vivacious spirit and
powerful painter.
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